WHAT IS A STEALTH PATHOGEN?

A HIDDEN DANGER LURKING DEEP WITHIN YOUR CELLS MAY BE THE MOST OVERLOOKED FACTOR IN DISEASE TODAY
What causes disease? Few subjects have generated more divided opinions than this elusive question. However, understanding the root cause or precise mechanism of impairment is vital to reaching an answer.

Delta’s theory on disease causation asserts that many chronic pathologies originate from toxins or microbes that block energy metabolism within the mitochondria of the cell. In order to achieve a fuller understanding of this process, the following 5 concepts must be understood:

- Integration
- Protective Response
- Genomic Damage
- Impaired Energy Production
- Disease Progression

The integration of the pathogen or toxin plays a primary role in the mechanism of impairment. The toxin or microbe can affect several pathways within the complex one protein. Depending on which pathway is affected will determine which disease state develops. In summary, integration involves the microbe or toxin blocking electron flow and could be viewed as the initiating factor in disease progression.

When integration occurs a protective response is activated within the cell. A variety of free radicals are produced in an attempt to protect the cell from pathogens or toxins. However, this defense mechanism is dysfunctional and often harmful to the cell.

From the perspective of the scientific community, the role of free radicals is most often seen as a culprit in the disease process. However Delta deems it imperative to view free radicals, particularly hydrogen peroxide.
as part of a well intended dysfunctional protective response.

If left unchecked this dysfunctional response can result in damage to the genetic material of the cell.

This brings us to genomic damage, the third stage of impairment. As mentioned, free radicals produced as a protective response damage the DNA resulting in mutations that have serious biological consequences.

The generally accepted mainstream model for disease causation states that a variety of environmental or hereditary factors cause gene mutations and that the genetic abnormalities are at the root cause of the disease without recognizing the role of the stealth pathogen in the process. This seemingly minor omission prevents many diseases from being correctly defined as metabolic disorders.

Thus perpetuating the misdirected efforts of the scientific community at large. It’s crucial to understand that in the disease process damage to the genetic material is not a cause, but in fact a symptom of an underlying cause.

The true root cause of disease stems from impaired energy production. When stealth pathogens block electron flow across the mitochondrial membrane, ATP production plummets to dangerously low levels. ATP is considered by biologists as the energy currency of life, in fact all physiological mechanisms that require energy obtain it directly from stored ATP.

With this broader view of the cause of disease, Delta has succeeded in producing non toxic energy catalysts that provide corrective action at the root of the disease itself.

The BX Protocol comprehensive mechanisms, complete health restoration.
How can we put an end to disease? By treating symptoms? This logic is flawed at even the most basic levels, and yet it has permeated society’s way of thinking so fully that most people don’t even take the time to consider how ridiculous this line of logic is.

In order to demonstrate the weaknesses in this idea we would like to suggest similar fixes to a few everyday problems. Chapped lips are a common problem brought on by dehydration. Probably the most common way for people to address this issue is to put on Chapstick. But does this actually solve the problem? No, it simply makes the problem seem to go away, but putting on Chapstick can’t solve dehydration.

If the check engine light comes on in your car, it’s bad news. The best course of action is to take it to a mechanic and get the engine problem fixed. It’s a hard light to ignore and a constant reminder that something is wrong. The easiest way to deal with this issue would be to simply get a mechanic to turn off the light. It would be a cheap fix and that bothersome light wouldn’t annoy you any more.

Unfortunately turning off the light will not help address the problem in the engine which will only lead to bigger problems down the road. What if the battery on your phone is getting low? What’s the best way to get it back to a full charge? The problem is the battery, so replacing it with a new battery should be the easiest fix right?

When your lips are chapped the easiest way to end the dehydration is to take in enough fluids. If the check engine light comes on in your car the best course of action is to take it to a mechanic and get the engine problem fixed. And if your phone is running out of battery you plug it into your charger. The answers to these problems are so easy, no one worries about fixing the symptoms of these problems; they go right for the root cause. Why do we treat disease so differently?

The vast majority of medical professionals and medical services are focused on symptom management. We as a nation spend billions each year on pills and prescriptions that in essence do nothing more than cover our check engine light.

This is where the BX Protocol stands apart from the medical community at large. The goal of the BX is the complete elimination of the condition, and freedom from reliance on any pill or prescription. The BX does not simply replace one prescription with another. Instead it works from within the body to create meaningful change, and set in motion a complete health restoration.